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Discussing Twenty-First 
Century issues...

    

...in the city of Nineteenth Century 
technological achievement.



The world is ever changing. Many of us have seen major technological changes in just our own working life; from operator 
connected long distance calls to instant worldwide calls on our mobiles and from large mail shots using the postal service to emails 
and other electronic connections that do the same but quicker!

The internet is weaning us off the written hard copy into the electronic equivalent which, whilst increasing the level of on-line 
contact, is reducing the face to face interaction that featured prominently in the business of yesterday.

However, we are pleased that we can provide an opportunity, with our annual international conference, for interested parties 
to meet face to face and to go beyond the often clinical approach of on-line solutions. For our own specialisation of Employee 
Engagement it is a valuable experience to share, discuss and hopefully resolve the challenges we all face – to help others and help 
ourselves.

Blogs, Tweets and even the seemingly now ‘old fashioned’ web page all have a key place in future development for our organisations 
but we take pride in not losing sight of keeping the contact fresh and as wide ranging as only verbal interaction can be.

Bristol is the home to what was, 150 years ago, cutting edge technology and design in the form of the SS Great Britain, Clifton 
Suspension Bridge and the Great Western Railway to name but a few.  With such a prestigious background we hope that it will 
create an atmosphere conducive to our debates of Twenty-First Century issues.

I look forward to welcoming you to our 26th Annual International Conference in Bristol.

Andy Beddows 
Chairman, ideasUK

Welcome to the 26th Annual Conference

Special Thanks

“As an organisation ideasUK is there to help members through 

these issues, but it is the Conference that opens up the 

opportunity to share them, to debate them and to resolve them.”

-
Andy Beddows
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Our grateful thanks to all of those who have helped with 

the sponsorship of the Conference and Idea of the Year 

Competition: HSBC, Diageo, Institute of Management Services,  

Ricoh UK Products Ltd, Dubai Quality Group, Dubai Aluminium 

and Fastlane Displays. 

The Idea of the Year Competition panel of judges: Christine 

Fildes, Geoff Hill and Bryan Wardman. 

To our Keynote Speakers, Workshop Presenters and Scheme 

Brief Presenters and to our Conference Administrators: Judith 

Beddows, Vicki Holt, Maria Denatale.

Finally to yourselves, the delegates, who make the Conference 

the success it is.

Follow us on Twitter #iuk12



-  
Stuart Laws

The largest city in South West England, Bristol has undergone a spectacular 21st Century renaissance in recent years. 

You would expect, and there are, world-class hotels, award-winning restaurants, excellent museums and galleries, entertaining 
theatre productions, a cutting edge music scene, world-class shopping and a vibrant nightlife. But what is more surprising about 
Bristol is how green and open it is, with its many parks and gardens, food markets and easy access to the surrounding countryside. 
There is the sheer breadth and variety of its many attractions, from the street art of Banksy and Nelson Street’s ‘See No Evil’ street 
art project, to the iconic ships and bridges of Isambard Kingdom Brunel. 

Set against such a wonderful venue, this year’s conference once again offers delegates access to a wealth of experience and 
knowledge in the form of keynote speakers along with access to various interactive workshops, all facilitated by experienced 
practitioners. Of course in between these more formal sessions, there is always the opportunity to network informally with other 
delegates.

We very much hope that the conference fully meets your expectations, particularly if it is your first time, or if you are a new ideasUK 
member. It is designed not only to enlighten and educate, but to also be an enjoyable and memorable event and we aim to be able 
to play a part in meeting those objectives.

Welcome! 
Zufi Yousaf, Stuart Laws 
Joint Conference Hosts, ideasUK
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Welcome to ideasUK 26th Annual Conference, and this year to the historic 
city of Bristol 

Ideas Scheme Manager Surgery

Following on from last year’s success, we will once 
again be holding drop-in sessions for delegates who 
have a specific question they wish to ask regarding any 
issues they are facing within their organisation.

The first session will run on Wednesday 7th  
November 2012.

-  
Zufi Yousaf

Pre Conference training
Master Class
10:00 to 4:00 Tues 6th November 2012
Maintaining momentum in your ideas 
programme

To add to the benefits of the conference we 
are running a series of Master Classes, in which 
involvement professionals will critically analyse the 
many issues outlined in the ideasUK Tool Box.

For this Master Class we will be looking at how 
to maintain momentum in your existing ideas 
programme.

Led by Tom Dupre and Graham Holt – both fellows 
of ideasUK and leading subject matter experts – 
the delegates will explore issues around effective 
evaluations and how to deal with evaluators to 
ensure ideas are dealt with in a prompt manner.

This highly interactive session will be as equally 
relevant to those just starting a scheme as those 
who have an established programme in place. 
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Presentation of Certificates  
and Awards

Idea of the Year Competition - Certificates

Presentation of Finalists’ Certificates to all suggestors 
shortlisted in the competition.

Presentation of Highly Commended and Commended

Certificates to recognise excellent entries in the competition 
not shortlisted for the final.

6.30pm Wednesday 7th November  

Communication Award

New for 2012, we are inviting organisations to carry out a  
15 minute presentation on how their organisation 
communicates and markets the ideas programme within the 
organisation. Delegates will then get the chance to vote on 
the best organisation and presentations will be made after the 
networking supper.

7.00pm Thursday 8th November 

Annual Awards Dinner

- Accreditation
- Benchmarking Awards 
- Idea of the Year Competition 
- Charity Raffle

Programme

Wednesday 7th November 2012

8.30 Conference Reception Desk Opens

9.30 – 10.20  First Timers Orientation Session / Software 
Vendor Overview

10.20 – 10.50 Refreshments

10.50 – 11.15 Conference Opening 

11.15 – 12.00 Opening Keynote

12.00 – 1.00 Interactive Workshop Session 1

1.10 – 2.10 Lunch

2.20 – 2.50 Scheme Overviews / Speaker Workshops

2.50 – 3.00 Break

3.00 – 3.45 Keynote Session 2

3.45 – 4.00 Refreshments

4.00 – 4.30  Scheme Manager Surgery /  
Software Vendor Overview

4.40 – 5.00 ideasUK Annual General Meeting

6.30  Communication Award Presentations                                                                                     
International Networking Supper                                
 Communication Award Results

Thursday 8th November 2012

8.30 Conference Reception Desk Opens

8.50 –  9.10 Morning Brief & Prize Draw

9.10 – 10.10 Interactive Workshop Session 2

10.10 – 10.25 Refreshments

10.25 – 11.25 Speakers Workshops

11.25 – 11.35 Break

11.35 – 12.35 Interactive Workshop Session 3

12.45 – 2.00 Lunch

2.00 – 2.30 Presentation of Certificates

2.30 – 3.15 Keynote Session 3

3.15 – 4.00 Presentation of Certificates

4.00 – 4.30 Refreshments

6.30 – 7.00 Delegates Assemble

7.00 Awards Dinner

2011 Trophy Winners

Follow us on Twitter #iuk12
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Keynote Speakers

Paul Sloane,   
Destination 
Innovation 
How to think what nobody else 
thinks – secrets of the great 
innovators.

Paul Sloane is an entertaining, 
thought-provoking, motivational 
speaker and a recognised expert on lateral thinking, innovation, 
crowdsourcing and leadership. He is the author of 20 books on 
lateral puzzles, creativity, innovation and leadership. Over two 
million copies of his books have been sold. He was described in 
the Independent as the ‘King of Lateral Thinking Puzzles.’

His books include The Innovative Leader, A Guide to Open 
Innovation and Crowdsourcing, and How to be a Brilliant 
Thinker, all published by Kogan Page. His articles on innovation 
and leadership have appeared in leading business publications. 
His inspirational talks on innovation, creative thinking and 
leadership, described as ‘rocket fuel for the business brain’, 
have proved popular with conference audiences in Europe, USA, 
South Africa and Asia.

The keynote will look at what makes people great innovators, 
how innovators see problems and solutions differently. A 
though provoking and often humorous session which will allow 
delegates to take away practical tools to use within their own 
organisation.

Sarah Rapson – Identity and 
Passport Agency
Sarah Rapson joined IPS in March 
2005 as the Executive Director of 
Service Planning and Delivery. Here 
she was responsible for driving 
operational performance across 
seven regional passport offices, 
the Interview Office network and 
operational partners.

In July 2010, she was promoted 
to the role of Chief Executive and appointed by the Queen as 
Registrar General for England and Wales in November of the 
same year.

Sarah has extensive experience in the financial services industry; 
launching her early career serving at a counter at a building 
society branch. From here she worked her way up to management 
positions in Woolwich plc and American Express until 2001, when 
she left to successfully complete a full time MBA in strategy, 
change management and marketing at London Business School.

Having achieved Platinum Accreditation for the ideas programme 
over the past several years the Passport Agency are rightly proud 
of engagement within the organisation.

During this keynote, Sarah will be looking at why employee 
engagement is important and central to the Identity and Passport 
Agency as well as explaining some of the hurdles that have been 
overcome to get where they are today.

Stephan Spada, Co-Kaizen 
Manager, Head of Idea 
Management, Swiss Federal 
Railways (SBB), Distribution  
and Services 

The passion for railways and 
creative ideas has always 
accompanied Stephan Spada 
throughout his working life. In 
a complex division like the SBB 
Distribution and Services, creative 
and easy-to-implement ideas for 
continuous quality improvement 
are essential to increase the 
competiveness of the division. 

After having finished his studies in tourism in Germany and 
France, Stephan worked as head of quality management for 
CityNightLine, a premium quality night train company. 

Stephan joined SBB in 2002 and since then he has worked in 
different departments such as informatics, training and sales. 

In mid 2008 the SBB started the Kaizen programme where 
Stephan developed the first version of the idea management tool 
for around 2000 employees within the organisation.

Although the first programme was a pilot, it soon became 
apparent to the employees the benefits of Kaizen for their work. 
In early 2011 Stephan became Co-Kaizen Manager responsible 
for supporting the employees to improve their work in the 
department of Distribution and Services of the SBB. 

What is the role of leaders for the successful drive  
of ideas?

Company and leadership culture at the SBB Distribution & Services 
Switzerland SBB is the largest Swiss travelling and transport 
company. With 28,000 committed employees ensuring that over 
9,000 passenger trains run every day so that almost one million 
passengers reach their destinations safely and comfortably. 

In 2011 operating revenues of CHF 8 billion and a profit of CHF 339 
million were generated. In the business division of distribution 
and services about 2,000 salesmen are engaged to sell railway 
tickets throughout Switzerland in around 180 stations.  

Stephan will be giving an overview of what has made the process 
so successful for SBB and how the culture of the organisation has 
been changed to one of continual improvement. There will also 
be an explanation of the ‘ideas bank’ where implemented ideas 
are shared within the business to encourage best practice.
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Workshops 

Chris Nicholls – Former Head 
of Manufacturing – Ricoh UK 
Products

Until July 2012 Chris was Ricoh’s 
Head of Manufacturing in the 
UK. He joined Ricoh on day one 
of the establishment of the first 
Ricoh European Manufacturing 
Operation in Telford in 1984, as 
Purchasing Manager. His initial task was to support the building 
of the factory in Telford, followed rapidly by the establishment of 
raw material suppliers for production.

Before retirement Chris spearheaded a lean transformation 
programme at Ricoh which has firmly established Ricoh UK 
Products as a source of best practice within the UK. 

Eliminating all forms of process waste through the full 
engagement of employees is Chris’s passion and his strong belief 
is that sustainable improvement is about changing people not 
processes.

During this workshop, Chris will be reflecting on his career at 
Ricoh and taking a look at the journey involved in developing 
a culture of continual improvement and employee engagement 
and what benefits this can bring to an organisation.

 

Sarah Dietrich

Sarah Dittrich studied Business & 
Economics at the Ruhr-University 
in Bochum, Germany and at the 
York University Toronto, Canada 
majoring in International Relations, 
Marketing and Social Psychology. 
In July 2010 she joined the leading 
German organisation for Idea 
Management, DiB GmbH Germany, 
as Head of Idea and Innovation Management and is a consultant 
for companies with regards to the introduction, improvement 
and aspects of idea management. Currently she is undertaking 
her PhD, externally researching idea and innovation management 
in an international context.

The workshop will give an insight into the new findings of the DiB 
Benchmark Study 2012, which focuses on different leadership 
styles and their effect on Idea Management and innovation 
performance.

Interactive Workshop Session 1

•  Sharing best practice and aligning with 
Continuous Improvement.  

•  How to engage middle management?

•  Creating an ideas process that works!

•  How do I create an Ideation 
community?

Interactive Workshop Session 2

•  Increasing your implementation rate – 
tips and techniques

•  Types of activities to interact with 
a face to face audience to increase 
ideation participation.

•  Principles of Employee Engagement for 
Ideas Scheme Managers

•  Ideas schemes in a downsizing 
organisation

Interactive Workshop Session 3

•  Driving organisational change via your 
ideas scheme

•  How to get sustained engagement 
from submitters, evaluators, adopters 
and senior managers?

•  How to measure success (KPI’s) and 
production of management reports – 
why they are vital?

•  What challenges do ideas manager 
face on a daily basis?

Interactive workshop sessions - New for 2012!
One of the great things about our conference is the opportunity for delegates to take away tools they can use in their own organisation 
and share their experiences with other practitioners who may be facing issues.

For this conference we are moving away from the ‘traditional conference workshop’ that we have used in the past to more interactive 
sessions. There will be three sessions running concurrently and delegates are encouraged to drop in and out of each session sharing 
and learning along the way. The outputs from each session will then be displayed and published on the ideasUK blog post conference.
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Christiane Kersting – 
General Manager Zentrum 
Ideenmanagement – The Future 
of Ideas Management 

Christiane has more than 25 years 
of experience in idea management. 
She holds a degree in business 
and social studies and has been 
a key note speaker, trainer and 
consultant for idea management 
related topics in national and international businesses of various 
industries. Christiane is currently the General Manager of both 
the German Institute for Idea and Innovation Management 
(Deutsches Institut für Ideen- und Innovationsmanagement) and 
the Center for Idea Management (Zentrum Ideenmanagement).

Of all management instruments, there is hardly one with as 
many touch points with other departments or instruments 
as the instrument of idea management. Therefore it is of 
utmost importance for idea managers to monitor current and 
future trends not only within their organisation but also social 
and economic trends. To take future-proof decisions in idea 
management, you need to ask the following questions:

•  What are the economical, political and socio-cultural trends 
that will influence idea management in coming years?

•  What opportunities can arise from these trends?

•  What challenges can these trends present?

•  What is our vision of idea management 10 years from now?

•  What actions do we need to take today to realise this vision?

The workshop will guide you to the right answers and help you 
prepare your idea management for the future.

Ray Wilkinson – 
Benchmarking for Best Practice

Benchmarking is THE most powerful business performance 
improvement technique around today.  Not only does it serve as 
a driving force for change but it can also, if carried out effectively, 
show you HOW your organisation can achieve the improvements 
it desires. To conduct successful benchmarking, organisations 
need to be able to identify clearly what performance they want to 

improve, how to understand it fully 
– and how to select, adapt, and 
implement the most appropriate 
best practices available.

None of this is easy to do and 
many organisations have wasted 
lots of time, effort, and money 
in benchmarking activities that 
have failed to deliver business 
benefits. This workshop, led by Ray 
Wilkinson of the Best Practice Club, an organisation with nearly 
20 years of corporate benchmarking experience, will allow you to 
explore how best to use this massively successful organisational 
improvement approach.

Mary Hughes – Formerly Head of Strategy
(Workforce Engagement) Welsh Government

Until her recent retirement, Mary was heavily involved with 
implementing the findings of the Macleod Report within the 
public sector in Wales. Her passion for engagement is infectious 
and she is a true believer in the benefits an engaged workforce 
can bring to any business. Since retirement, Mary has been 
working closely with Lancaster University on the subject of 
employee engagement and developing further links with the 
private sector.

During this informative workshop, Mary will be talking about 
her experiences of developing an engagement culture within 
the public sector and explaining the barriers that may be 
encountered in any organisation and how to overcome resistance 
within the senior management team. This promises to be a ‘must 
attend’ session for anyone involved in engagement  and a great 
opportunity to share best practice with other professionals.

Follow us on Twitter #iuk12
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Association Annual General 
Meeting
4:40pm Wednesday 7th November 2012,  
Bristol Marriot Royal, Kings Suite

Members have been advised separately of the AGM.

Gifts/Promotional Material
Will be available from the ideasUK Conference Reception 
Desk during conference. Members are invited to contribute 
any spare promotional gifts from their scheme for 
sharing with delegates. These will be free and give you 
an opportunity to see promotional material being used 
by others. Our grateful thanks to all those who have 
contributed items.

Idea of the Year Awards Dinner 
Thursday 8th November
There will be a seating plan for the Awards Dinner and you 
can choose where you want to sit.

However, you must complete your seating requests by 
10.30am on Thursday 8th November with the ideasUK 
Conference Reception Desk.

Please confirm any dietary requirements when checking 
and making your seating arrangements.

Dress Code. Smart dress please for the Awards Dinner. 
(Dinner Jacket is optional).

Display Stands
Visit the displays in the Kings Lounge and Lancaster Suite 
Lounge including information on the Idea of the Year 
Competition entries, Communication and Marketing Award 
entries and information on services provided by ideasUK.

Photographs
The conference, and especially the Idea of the Year 
Competition, both provide excellent PR opportunities 
for your suggestion programme and your organisation. 
Whether it is for your internal newsletters, local or national 
press photographs will always help you gain attention. 
Make sure you are prepared by bringing your own camera. 
In addition there will be a photographer in attendance 
during the Conference and photographs will be available 
shortly afterwards. Full details will be made available at 
Conference.

IdeasUK and Best Practice Club, in conjunction with the 
Benchmarking Institute, are delighted to announce their 
new Benchmarking Awards, one for the Outstanding 
Project and one for the Outstanding Organisation, to be 
awarded at the IdeasUK Awards Ceremony in Bristol on 8th 
November 2012.

The Benchmarking Awards is a judged competition, 
celebrating outstanding benchmarking at individual project 
and organisational level. Applying for these awards is a 
simple process and winning one is a mark of excellence 
in benchmarking and recognition that you have achieved 
significant improvement benefits from doing it well.

A panel of three Founding Fellows of the Benchmarking 
Institute, all master practitioners of benchmarking 
themselves, will convene at the IdeasUK Conference to 
collectively select the winning entries. Entries for both 
award levels, in the form of written submissions (see below 
for details) will be vetted against standard benchmarking 
excellence criteria. Chosen finalists will then be invited to a 
session on 8th November with the judges during which they 
will have the opportunity to make a 20 minute presentation 
about their submission and answer any related queries the 
judges may have. The winning project and organisation will 
receive their awards at the ceremony that evening.

Written submissions must be emailed to admin@bpclub.
com by 5th October.  Project submissions are to be in the 
form of a two page Benchmarking report (the format will 
be provided) outlining the challenge, the process followed, 
and the benefits obtained. It is recommended that 
Organisation submissions are based on the form of a report 
showing the organisation’s performance against each of 
the twelve criteria of the Benchmarking Maturity Matrix  
(a maximum of one page per criterion is allowed).

Appropriate evidence of claims made in submissions should 
be available for judges to explore when finalists present 
their projects/organisations on 8th November.

The cost of applying for either the Project Award or the 
Organisation Award is £125 plus VAT (the total cost 
of applying for both awards is £200 plus VAT).  Award 
applications are free to members of either Best Practice 
Club or IdeasUK.

For more details and to apply email: admin@bpclub.com 

New Benchmarking Award – do 
you think your benchmarking is 

good enough to win?
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Idea of the Year Competition
The highlight of the competition is the Idea of the Year 
Awards Dinner, 8th November. Ideas shortlisted from all 
original entries will be judged over the two days of the 
Conference and category winners and the overall Idea 
of the Year Winner announced at the Awards Dinner. All 
category winners receive a trophy for them to retain. Their 
organisation also receives a trophy.

Trophy Categories
Sustainability – Sponsored by Diageo
Awarded in recognition of the suggestion that 
demonstrated the greatest contribution to the 
conservation of natural resources, protecting the natural 
environment or sustainable project.

Health and Safety – Sponsor TBC 
Awarded in recognition of the suggestion that 
demonstrated the greatest contribution to the 
improvement in  health and safety of products, services or 
the workplace.

Customer Focus – Sponsor TBC 
Awarded in recognition of the suggestion that 
demonstrates the greatest positive impact to the customer 
or an idea which has been developed that puts the 
customer first.

Continuous Improvement – Sponsor TBC 
Awarded in the recognition of ideas which raise the 
general awareness and importance of continuous 
improvement within the organisation and improve the 
way in which work is planned and implemented.

Value for Money – Sponsored by HSBC 
Awarded in recognition of the suggestion that 
demonstrates the greatest, cost savings, cost avoidance or 
income generation.

Global Award – Sponsored by Dubai Quality Group 
Awarded in recognition of the suggestion that 
demonstrates the greatest; global impact for an 
organisation.

Innovation Award – Sponsored by Dubai Aluminium 
Awarded in recognition of the suggestion that 
demonstrates the best in original thinking to achieve 
improvement. As well as truly innovative ideas this can 
include the application of existing ideas or procedures in 
an entirely new context.

Community Award – Sponsored by Fastlane Displays 
Ideas submitted by employees that benefit the community 
outside of the business.

Idea of the Year – Sponsored by ideasUK 
The idea considered to be the best of all shortlisted 
entries.

Did you know that each year at the 
Conference ideasUK holds a charity 
raffle to support local causes? 

We are a source of support

We are the experts, the nurses, the campaigners, the 
fundraisers We are a source of support, helping with 
all the things that people affected by cancer want and 
need. It’s not only patients who live with cancer, we also 
help carers, families and communities. We guide people 
through the system, supporting them every step of the 
way. We fund nurses and other specialist health care 
professionals and build cancer care centres. But we give 
so much more than medical help.

People need practical support at home, so we provide 
anything from some precious time off for a carer, to a 
lift to hospital. People need emotional support, so we 
listen, advise and share information though our cancer 
support specialists, website and trained professionals. 
People need financial help to cope with the extra costs 
cancer can bring, so we give benefits advice, and grants 
for anything from heating bills to travel costs. Together 
we listen, we learn, we act to 
help people live with cancer.

We are a force for change

We are a force for change, listening 
to people affected by cancer and working together to improve 
cancer care. People who live with cancer are experts by 
experience. Together we use this knowledge to make a positive 
difference to the lives of people affected by cancer. This could 
be anything from getting a coffee machine installed in a 
waiting room, to bringing about changes in the law.

We fight discrimination – from challenging unfair travel costs 
and insurance policies to improving the national benefits 
system. Together we challenge the status quo, we push for 
change, we lead the way.

Charity Raffle:

We have set ourselves the target of raising £1000.00  
for 2012 so, if you would like to donate a prize to our 
charity raffle, no matter how small, please contact us  
at info@ideasuk.com
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benjamin.sarkka@improlity.com
Benjamin Sarkka 07817 958058

Events
•  Regular Networking Meetings usually monthly see dates 

on website www.ideasuk.com

•  ideasUK International Ideas WeekTM May 2013. 
More details will be available on our website.

• ideasUK Annual Conference each November.

Information Exchange/Benchmarking

•  Annual Benchmarking Survey. If you complete ideasUK’s 
Annual Survey by 30th April you will receive a free 
benchmarking report.

•  By participating in our Idea of the Year Competition you 
can gain recognition for your Organisation, Evaluators, 
Line Managers, Scheme Managers and Suggestors.

•  You can also recognise your evaluators for the valuable 
work they undertake by recommending them for ideasUK 
Evaluator Recognition which is a competency based 
assessment.

•  By entering the ideasUK Communication Award you 
can demonstrate how effectively you are marketing and 
communicating your suggestion scheme within your 
organisation.

For more information speak with a member of the 
team at the ideasUK conference desk or contact us 
at info@ideasuk.com Phone 0844 330 4905

Are you fully utilising your  
ideasUK membership?
Remember the benefits of membership:-

How effective is your programme in assisting your 
organisation to achieve its goals and targets?

How do you assess your success?

How do your suggestors, evaluators, managers and 
leaders rate the service provided by the suggestion 
scheme?

We can ensure that you have the answers to all 
these questions - How? - by guiding you through 
a self assessment of your scheme AND you can 
gain National ideasUK Accreditation for your 
programme.



ideasUK
Williams House
11-15 Columbus Walk
Atlantic Wharf
Cardiff CF10 4BZ

Phone: 0844 330 4905
Fax: 029 2049 8403
Email: info@ideasUK.com
www.ideasUK.com

CONFERENCE 2012
BOOKING INFORMATION
7th/8th November 2012  
Bristol Marriott Royal 

ALL BOOKINGS MUST BE MADE THROUGH IDEASUK – BOOKING FORM ENCLOSED

(Information correct at time of going to print, but may be subject to change. 
** Car parking charges are as advised to us – we have no control over any changes in these costs)

WE HAVE 125 ROOMS AT THE VENUE 
HOTEL, EACH YEAR WE HAVE EXCEEDED 
THIS NUMBER. ONCE OUR ALLOCATION IS 
FULL DELEGATES WILL BE BOOKED INTO 
OVERFLOW HOTELS - EARLY BOOKING IS 
ESSENTIAL TO BE IN THE VENUE HOTEL.

All bookings are on a first come first serve basis.  
We will confirm your hotel on receipt of your booking.

Conference Rates
Members Early Booking Rate* 
£995.00 + VAT

Standard Rate £1195.00 + VAT

Non-Members Rate £1295 + VAT
*To qualify for the early booking rate your booking must be 

completed by 31st August 2012 and paid within 14 days of invoice.

What’s Included:
All conference facilities, full board accommodation 7/8th (meals and refreshments as indicated in the conference programme, plus 
breakfast 8/9th). VAT will be charged on all delegate rates at the standard rate (20%).

For additional accommodation 6th November, £135.00 + VAT (bed & breakfast). Further additional accommodation can be 
arranged at this rate for other nights either side of the conference, subject to room availability.

Note: Whilst the hotel will make every effort, some rooms may not be available until 3.00pm on day of arrival. In which event the 
hotel will arrange to store luggage for you until the room is ready. Check out time is 11.00am on the day of your departure.

Accommodation:
All rooms in the hotel have en-suite facilities, tea/coffee making facilities, trouser press, direct dial telephone, radio and TV with in-
house pay movies available. Delegate rates are based on single occupancy of rooms. Other arrangements can be made on request. 
Contact us with your requirements.

Special Partner Rate – We have arranged special rates for partners. If you wish to bring your partner contact us for more 
information.

Not Included:
Car Parking** 75 car parking spaces available at the hotel at a rate of £12.50 per day. Tickets can be validated at reception when 
your account is settled and will be charged to your room under extras.

Items charged to your rooms – newspapers, telephone, room service, bar bills, laundry etc. You must settle your account for any 
extras before departure.
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Twitter
To keep up with all the news of our conference, please visit our blog: www.blog.ideasuk.com or follow us on Twitter  
@ideasworldwide. We will also be using the hashtag #iuk12 and encourage all delegates to tweet live updates.

Photographs
The Conference, and especially the Idea of the Year Competition, both provide excellent PR opportunities for your 
suggestion programme and your organisation. Whether it is for your internal newsletters, local or national press, 
photographs will always help you gain attention. Make sure you are prepared by bringing your own camera. In addition 
there will be a photographer in attendance during the Conference and photographs will be available shortly afterwards.  
Full details will be made available at the Conference.

Booking
Please refer to enclosed information for delegate rates and booking form.

Book by 31st August to qualify for the Early Booking Rate.

Cancellations/Changes
All Conference Delegate fees must be pre-paid.

Cancellation of bookings will incur no charge until 17th September 2012. 

No refunds will be given for any cancellations notified after 17th September 2012. Substitution of delegates is accepted 
but must be notified to ideasUK.

ideasUK must be informed of any changes or cancellations in writing. 

(Brochure information correct at time of going to press but maybe subject to change.)

Further Information
If you require further copies of this brochure or wish to discuss any aspect of this event please contact:

ideasUK, Williams House, 11-15 Columbus Walk, Atlantic Wharf, Cardiff, CF10 4BZ

Phone: 0844 330 4905
Email: info@ideasUK.com

Information also available on our website www.ideasUK.com

Copyright©2012 ideasUK. All Rights reserved.

Sponsors

Follow us on Twitter #iuk12


